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NIPS anti-evasion attack function, and as a reference in
experiment.

Abstract—Based on the test for anti-evasion attack of NIPS, A
simple and effective improved software test method is designed.
In this improve method testing software are installing and
running on physical and virtual machine, the network cards of
the virtual maching are set in different operation modes,
Software of the test are designed to build the test environment,
This improved test method is simplify, saving the testing
equipment, the result is correct and effective. Meanwhile,
Compared with the test instrumentation Breakingpoint Systems
expensive instrument isn’t required.

II.

A. Evasion Attack Techniques
Evasion attack is to use the new or unconventional
techniques and methods to escape or bypass intrusion
prevention behavior of NIPS, the evasion techniques involving
layer 3-7 of OSI reference model, attacks are rich and methods
variety. Mainstream evasion attacks including code
modification, session splicing, fragmentation attacks and denial
of service attacks, etc. [6-7]. Therefore NIPS need to have
evasion detection and attack defenses function, this paper study
anti-evasion function testing methods of NIPS.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

Network Intrusion Prevention Systems (NIDS) has a deep
packets inspection capabilities, in depth analysis of various
protocols and filtering attacks from packets, could send alarms,
linkage or even block response when detected malicious
packets, indirectly or directly protect the network. The
commonly detection methods of NIPS used are include feature
matching, anomaly detection and rule model. Feature matching
is deterministic description for known attack or intrusion, to
form the corresponding event template, when the NIDS
detected events to match the invasion with known patterns,
make a response of the alarm and/or blocking. The abnormality
detecting method includes statistics of events, statistics of flow
and abnormal protocol and so on, formation of a statistical
model, commonly used measurement parameters include the
number of events, network flow, the protocols out of the
common boundary[1-5], when the NIDS detected events
statistics, flow or protocol anomaly, make a response of the
alarm and /or blocking. Rule model is the use of an expert
system with artificial intelligence features, including the
knowledge base, inference engine and rules. When NIDS
detects the flow break the rules of the rule model, the alarm
and/or block is responded. The basic principle of NIPS is in its
running, real-time monitoring of network flow, capture packets,
and reorganization data packets, and compared with the system
database, including baseline, templates, rules models, etc.,
when the attack is detected, an action is responded.

B. Test Tools
Testing tools can simulate evasion attacks include Blade,
Nikto, Fragrouter and other software, use this three software
can simulate comprehensive evasion attack packets, and test
the ability of anti-evasion of NIPS.
1) Blade :Blade is a packets retransmission toolkit for real
attacks that allows users to generate pre-defined attack data
(.dll files) between two network cards, simulation the system
operating in the computer hardware level, simulation of any
source IP address and destination IP addresses. Attack
operations can be repeated at any time, or according to a predefined action occurs. Blade attack library contains more than
600 kinds of pre-recorded attack simulate data, with a dozen
evasion attack test pack, including Reverse Backslash,
Prepend Random String, Fake Parameter and other distorting
attacks and session splicing attacks. To detect the response of
NIPS in variety attacks.
2) Nikto: Nikto is a Web scan software, it can test variety
of security projects of the Web server, can check the HTTP
and HTTPS services, while supporting the basic port scan to
determine whether the web server is running on other open
ports. Nikto may send a large number of requests to the remote
host, which may damage the host, remote host and network.
Nikto1.35 has nine evasion attack techniques can be used,
such as random URL encoding (non-UTF8), use windows
directory separator / instead of /, fake parameters to files and
session splice technology escape detection of NIPS.

Aiming to the attack detection method and working
principle of NIPS, some attacks are designed and used to
evasion detection of NIPS. An improved anti-evasion attack
software testing method is designed based on the conventional
test method for NIPS anti-evasion attack test method, to
consider whether it has functions of certain ability to antievasion. The article also through the use of the instrument
(BPS Breakingpoint Systems) to simulation evasion attack, test
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EVASION ATTACK TECHNIQUES AND TOOLS

3) Fragrouter: Fragrouter is an application with the
routing function, it is possible to sent attack flow to victim
after the fragmentation process by the attacker, can also
intercept, modify and rewrite the packets sent out to achieve a
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variety NIPS evasion technology, including IP, TCP layer
packets fragments and fragments overlap and overflow.

to detect random URL encoding evasion attacks; otherwise,
NIPS does not have such function. Other types of evasion
attacks that Nikto transmits can be traversed in test.

4) Test Instrumentation: Breakingpoint Systems is a
network security device with attack packets transmission,
simulate the online behavior of millions users and many other
functions in IXIA company. The device can simulate the
network layer, transport layer and application layer and other
data flow, and can simulate the TCP, IP fragmentation attacks,
which can be used to test anti-evasion attack function of NIPS.

B. Designed Test Method
The test method involves two subnet and gateway
configuration, test environment to build complex, and not easy
to maintain and reuse in 2.1 segment. Designed test method
use dual-NIC host to instead of PC1 host and server, use
VMware virtual machine running on PC1 replace PC2 that in
Figure 2, thereby reduce two physical devices, at the same
time virtual machine easy to manage and reuse[13].

Above software or instrumentation can be conducted
evasion attacks test in more comprehensive and complete, in
addition to the above software and instrumentation, as well as
some software such as Nmap, Snot and ThreatEX equipment
also able to launched evasion attack for NIPS, here is not
introducted one by one.
III.

1) Environmental Structures: The environment of
designed test method in this paper shown in Figure 2, using
PC host and the virtual machine running on this PC to simulate
various evasion attacks.

TEST ENVIRONMENT AND METHOD DESIGN

A. Conventional Test Method
The network topology of conventional test method is shown
in Figure 2.In the case of using the toolkit of software
Fragrouter to test fragment evasion attacks, the software Blade
is implemented on PC1, and the attacks that can be detected by
NIPS are selected. Then, attack packets are transmitted from
Subnet 1 through the gateway (PC2) to Subnet 2. The enabled
Fragrouter on PC2 will fragment the attack packets, thus
fragmented attack packets are broadcasted on Subnet 2. If NIPS
is able to detect network attacks, in addition, if the type of each
restored attack is consistent with the type of attack originally
transmitted by Blade, then it means that NIPS is able to detect
fragment evasion attacks; otherwise, fragment attacks of the
certain type will not be detected. Since the attack types of
Blade are diverse, and an attack packet has its own evasion
characteristics, also Fragrouter has multiple means of fragment
evasion, thus, a combination of the two software can be
exploited to test its ability of detecting evasion attacks [8-12].

FIGURE II. DESIGNED ANTI-EVASION ATTACK TEST TOPOLOGY

The software installation and setup of the PC host shown in
Figure 3, installing Blade, Colasoft, VMware software and set
up a Web server on the PC. Use VMware create a Linux virtual
machine and add two network cards for it, installing Fragrouter
and Nikto software on the virtual machine, a test environment
to build complete.

FIGURE I. THE NETWORK TOPOLOGY OF CONVENTIONAL TEST
METHOD

When using the toolkit software Nikto to test evasion
attacks for Web server, a web site (including dynamic, static
web pages and databases, etc.) is built on the server in Subnet 2,
and Nikto is enabled on PC2. Random URL encoding evasion
attacks are transmitted by the network interface card in Subnet
2 to the web site.If NIPS is able to detect network attacks,
additionally, if the type of each restored attack is in accord with
the type of attack sent by Nikto, then it means that NIPS is able

FIGURE III. SETTINGS OF TEST PC

2) Test Procedure: This segment provides a brief
description of the test method, the test process is described
step by step.
Step 1: Configure the virtual machine two NIC's IP
addresses and masks, make them in two subnets, such as:
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virtual NIC 1: 192.168.217.145/24,
192.168.187.145/24;

virtual

NIC

2:

The result analysis of Wireshake showed that the attack
packets send form Blade can be fragrouted normally, Formed
the fragment packets attack which want to evasion detection,
defense from the NIPS, this test method is effective, can be
used to test the anti-evasion attack function of NIPS, when
testing other ways of evasion and evasion packets can use
orthogonal experiment method to traverse other attacks.

Step 2: The NIC1 is set to Host only mode to ensure that
the packets through the card is not mapped to the physical
NICs, virtual NIC2 is set to Bridged mode, shared physical
NIC2 of physical machine;
Step 3: In IDS Informer module of Blade, virtual NIC1 is
configured as source machine, IP address is on the same subnet
with virtual NIC1, Gateway MAC is set MAC address of
virtual NIC1. Physical NIC1 is configured as destination
machine of the PC, IP addresses is on the same subnet with
physical NIC1, Gateway MAC is set MAC address of physical
NIC1, shown in Figure 4;

The procedures of use Nikto software to test is similar of
the above, use virtual machine's NIC2 as the source of the
attack in testing, send the attack packets to the physical
machine, only need to turn on the Web server built in the
physical machine, when the attack occurred, check NIPS
whether detect and defense evasion attacks correct.
3) Background flow: When test the attacks for the NIPS,
usually adding background flow in the attacks flow to simulate
real application scenarios. The method use Colasoft package
playback software, playback normal network data packets,
including TCP and UDP protocols and can adjust the playback
speed of the packets, to adjust the proportion of background
flow.

Step 4: Enable Fragrouter software in the virtual machine,
use the command fragrouter -i eth1 -F1, the packets will be
fragmented as 8-byte fragmentation IP packets when reach
NIC1of the PC;
Step 5: Enable the Wireshark network protocol analyzer
tool in the PC, to view the network communication packets
between physical NIC1 and the physical NIC2;

C. Testing Instrument
1) Instrument testing methods: Breakingpoint Systems
instrument can provide standardized, modular attacks,
including code modification, fragmentation attacks, and the
attacks can be packaged into the module, facilitate to reuse.
Make the instrument and NIPS series in a test environment,
environment is simple. As shown in Figure 6.

FIGURE IV. IDS INFORMER CONFIGURATION

Step 6: Use Blade send attack packets (selected the HTTP
IIS isapi dos2 S), view the attack packets of network in
Wireshake network protocol analyzer tool's interface, as shown
in Figure 5, at the same time to see the response of NIPS
whether correct attack is detected.

FIGURE VI. BPS TEST ENVIRONMENT TOPOLOGY

Selection the detect module (Security Module) is used
when testing, adjust the attack parameters, and select the
number of attack packets carry on a evsion attack, the attack
process shown in Figure 7, In sending process, view the
discovery and defense capability of NIPS, and verify the
correctness.
2) Analysis of test results: Choosing 183 kinds of different
types of attack, and design the evasion methods of attacks,
including port redirection, HTTP codes deformation, IP
fragmentation, TCP fragmentation. Using the same NIPS
separately under the test of instrument testing method,
conventional testing method and Improved testing method
carried out anti-evasion attack in the benchmark test
environment (no background flow), the instrument testing
method results as a reference, inspection the evasion attacks
identify ability of as well as in the effectiveness of the
improved method, the test results shown in Table 1.

FIGURE V. NETWORK ATTACK PACKETS ANALYZED OF
WIRESHARK
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FIGURE VII. TEST SHOTS OF BPS ATTACK
[9]
TABLE I. THREE KINDS OF TEST METHODS COMPARE RESULTS

False
positive
rate
False
negative
rate

Instrument testing
method(Reference)

Conventional
testing method

Improved
test method

15.73%

15.73%

15.73%

34.97%

34.97%

34.97%

[10]

[11]

[12]

The false positive rate refers to the percentage of error
recognition or reduction the attack methods of NIPS, when test
the three kinds of testing methods for 183 species of different
evasion attack methods, NIPS detection error in 28 kinds of
attacks, and mistake of the attack types are the same. False
negative rate is the percentage of can't be detected or reduction
the attack methods of NIPS, when test the three kinds of testing
methods for 183 species of different evasion attack methods, 64
kinds of attacks can't detected of NIPS, and can't be detected or
reduction attack types are the same. From the test results, we
can see that the testing method designed in this paper can be
used to test the anti-evasion attack ability of NIPS.
IV.

[13]

CONCLUSION

Based on the conventional NIPS method, this paper designs
a new software testing method, to complete the NIPS antievasion attack. Compared with the conventional testing method,
this method use the virtual machine to build environment, and
it needs to set up the virtual machine NIC and software,
environmental build process complex. But which overcomes
the conventional software testing environment complex,
difficult to maintenance and other shortcomings and use less
equipment. at the same time, this paper briefly introduces the
instrument test method, the instrument can provide a large
number of attack methods and means, which is easy to modify
the attack parameters, but requires expensive hardware tools as
a test basis, the environment is difficult to achieve. During the
experiment to test the results of the instrument as a reference,
compared with this paper designed method, the test results are
consistent.
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